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19 December 2009 - Cherry Blossom And Snowdrops In December - An Early Spring 
Beckons?  
  
We may be experiencing a "cold snap" at present, but it was only last week that I was looking somewhat 
dumbfounded at the sight of cherry blossom in a South Hampshire garden. I have also heard more than one 
report of snowdrops bursting into flower already.  So whilst the world's leaders try their best to sound optimistic 
about the outcome of the Copenhagen summit to tackle climate change, I think we butterfly enthusiasts best 
concentrate on preparing for an early Spring!  
  
On second thoughts, maybe we just have time to enjoy Christmas before that. Happy Christmas to all readers! 
  

31 October 2009 - Time To Submit Those Records 
  
I have been taking a break from my end of season website tidy-up in order to collate my butterfly records for the 
2009 season and will shortly be submitting them via the branch website to the branch recorder. It is important that 
all butterfly records are submitted, since they provide vital data on local populations and trends and help to target 
vital conservation efforts. They also find their way into the BC national butterfly records database and will 
contribute to the next major report on the State of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland (due in late 2010).  
  

20 October 2009 - Spanish Queen Breeding In W.Sussex! 
  
Those of you maintaining a keen interest in events during the "tail end" of the 2009 butterfly season will have 
noted that a local nature reserve in West Sussex with historical associations to smuggling has been the focus of 
much attention. A wandering Spanish Queen seen there during midsummer this year has now produced offspring. 

I refer to Brandy Hole Copse near Chichester and the wandering Queen was a Queen Of Spain Fritillary reported 
in July. Several of these handsome butterflies, including a mating pair, have now been seen since late September 
and are almost certainly the progeny of the migrant female. The discovery of wild pansy, a preferred foodplant of 
the Q of S larvae has been discovered around a field margin closeby and would seem to complete the jigsaw. 

Sightings of Queen of Spain Fritillaries in Southern England and also East Anglia, whilst uncommon, are not that 
unusual - several individual sightings were recorded in 2007 in Hampshire and Sussex, including one at Old 
Winchester Hill. The butterfly has compulsive migration tendencies from its strongholds around the 
Mediterranean, reaching the Normandy and Dutch Coasts every year, with individuals occasionally crossing the 
Channel/N Sea to reach the UK. Breeding here is not unprecedented either - a small colony is believed to have 
survived for several years in Suffolk during the nineties until, presumably, a cold winter ended it. 

However, with global warming, the Queen of Spain Fritillary, along with Large Tortoiseshell and Clouded Yellow 
(which is already arguably a UK resident) could be welcome additions to the UK residents list in the coming years. 

25 September 2009 - Glorious Weather But No Indian Summer For Wall Brown At 
Lymington! 
  
Exploring the Lymington-Keyhaven coastal nature reserve seemed an appropriate way to end this years main 
butterfly outings. Whilst the coastal tracks and inland lanes were teaming with ripe blackberries and the 
lagoons full of bird life, the picture wasn't quite so productive on the butterfly front. Nevertheless a respectable 7 
butterfly species were seen in small numbers, namely Small Copper (3), Speckled Wood (4), Peacock (3), 
Painted Lady (2), Red Admiral (2), Small White (4) and Small Heath (1). 
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I also had a glimpse of a medium sized golden brown butterfly in an out of bounds area in the Keyhaven 
marshes which could have been a 3

rd
 brood Wall Brown, but I couldn't be certain. So it seems this species is 

keeping a low profile here despite having been reported a week or so ago from Sussex. The Lymington-Keyhaven 
nature reserve is also very large with no obvious focus for the Wall (unlike a quarry site for instance) and in the 
case of the small 3

rd
 brood, it can seem like finding a needle in a haystack! No photos to post today. 

  

22 September 2009 - Review And Update Of Butterfly Sites List And Site Features 
  
During the next month I shall be reviewing and updating the Hampshire Butterfly sites page and the site feature 
pages. One objective will be to maintain accuracy, particularly relating to the key species found at each site, 
taking account of the fortunes of the 2009 butterfly season and trends in recent years. However, having recently 
added two more site features (Broughton Down and Wootton Coppice), I am conscious also of a need to review 
the sites I include, perhaps with a view to some rationalisation. 
  
I will use the following criteria as a guide - sites included in the site list should have a strong colony of at least one 
priority species (as categorised for Central Southern England) and sites with a feature should have strong 
colonies of at least two priority species. The distribution of sites will also be taken into account, for instance 
avoiding duplication of two similar sites in close proximity. I do not rule out a few exceptions to these guidelines 
where there are mitigating reasons, such as retaining a feature on a site which contains by far the strongest (or 
only) colony in the county of a particular species. 
  
I have started this review process already and as a result have added Roydon Woods to the list of sites (site for 
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary). It is with a twinge of regret however that the first site feature I created (Whiteley 
Pastures) no longer qualifies for site feature status, but remains as an entry in the site list, having a strong colony 
of only one priority species (White Admiral). Despite that, it's still a lovely wood to visit, but for butterflies, there are 
better woodlands such as Bentley Wood, Alice Holt Forest and some New Forest Inclosures. We also lose Botley 
Wood as a site, because of its proximity and similarity to Whiteley Pastures - and its Grizzled Skipper presence is 
now is very weak. 
  

12 September 2009 - White-letter Hairstreak More Widely Distributed Than Expected? 
  
2009 is the final year of the White-letter Hairstreak Recording Project embarked in 2007 by Butterfly 
Conservation. The project was initiated for a number of reasons, including indications of a downward trend in 
numbers of White-letter Hairstreaks at sites in the Butterfly Monitoring Scheme, perhaps linked to the loss of 
many Elms to Dutch Elm disease.  It is also recognised however, that traditional transect methods of monitoring 
are not fully effective for this elusive tree-top species and that the butterfly might actually be significantly under-
recorded. 
  
Perhaps encouraged by the White-letter Hairstreak Project, a number of new colonies have been located this 
year in my own area in South Hampshire, particularly in the Portsmouth and Gosport areas. There are at least 9 
colonies to my knowledge in these areas and it is remarkable that this resilient little butterfly can survive in some 
cases on a single isolated Elm tree, but more often on a group of a few Elms. Locations are also sometimes 
surprising and include Elms in urban areas or beside major roads. Trials with disease resistant Elm are also 
helping these butterflies in Hampshire - and they have even colonised a Japanese Elm at the Sir Harold Hillier 
Gardens, near Romsey. 
  
During the last couple of weeks, I have visited a few of the locations where White-letter Hairstreaks have been 
reported in South Hampshire in recent years, and I am both surprised and encouraged by the amount of Elm still 
surviving - for instance in the East Gosport area. I will certainly be visiting a few of these sites next year during the 
White-letter Hairstreak flight period, in the hope also of obtaining a decent close range photo of this species which 
has eluded me for several years. The photo below is the best I managed this year, taken from long range at 
Peartree Green in Southampton in early July. This has one of the largest White-letter Hairstreak colonies in the 
county, just 1km as the crow flies, from the St Mary's football stadium! 
  
(Note: An interesting anecdote to the above is that during Wimbledon fortnight this year, the cameras zoomed in 
on a little butterfly during a Venus Williams match - the little butterfly was a White-letter Hairsteak! The match 
commentators did not recognise the significance but butterfly observers did - you can read the posting for June 
25th on the White-letter Hairstreak Recoding Project diary for 2009, accessed via the link above) 
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29 August 2009 - Another Season On The Wane As Autumn Beckons, But Still Fresh 
Specimens To Be Seen 
  
My brief reconnaissance visits today around some local sites indeed confirmed that the 2009 season is waning 
rapidly, with a dramatic fall in the number of butterflies on the wing compared to three or four weeks ago. Nectar 
sources are becoming more limited as flowers become seed heads or turn to berries and the lush greens of 
summer give way to the browner shades of autumn. 
  
Whilst my visits produced nothing spectacular to report, there are still butterflies to be found in very good 
condition, including fresh specimens of Speckled Wood and Green veined White seen today. A few priority 
species will also still be on the wing, including Silver-spotted Skipper and Brown Hairstreak. In the case of the 
latter, patience and luck are needed as usual, but egg-laying activity should continue for a couple of weeks yet. 
  
September should also bring the possibility of some 3

rd
 broods including Small Copper, Wall and more Whites. 

Vanessids, such as Comma and Red Admiral should also be conspicuous, bearing in mind they enjoy feeding on 
overripe fruit, although Red Admirals seem to have had a rather poor season so far. 
  
2 photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery (Speckled Wood and Green-veined White). 
  

 
  

21 August 2009 - Adonis Gone AWOL At Old Winchester Hill? 
  
I returned to Old Winchester Hill this afternoon for a short visit (between the showers!) in the hope of confirming 
that Adonis Blue are still present, bearing in mind their numbers had declined significantly during the previous two 
wet summers. Sadly none to be seen again today, this time on the south facing slope close to the fort (the original 
reintroduction site). There is a real possibility we may be losing them from Old Winchester Hill.  This could not be 
in greater contrast to Chalkhill Blues, which were present in good numbers today, although much reduced from a 
few years ago. There were even a few quite fresh males, which is remarkable considering the Chalkhill flight 
period began in early July. Several Sliver-spotted Skippers were also present on the slope and amongst the 
shorter scrub. Overall, despite the possible loss of Adonis, this area of Old Winchester Hill is still a good butterfly 
location, bearing in mind Brown Argus and Green Hairstreak are also found there, in addition to common species. 
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18 August 2009 - Courting Clouded Yellows On Old Winchester Hill  
  
Clouded Yellows were definitely the most conspicuous butterflies at the bottom of the car park slope on Old 
Winchester Hill late this afternoon. I counted 6 of them, all active in the late sunshine flying around the lower 
slopes and the scrub area, occasionally pausing to feed or engaging in short chases. Indeed, there was 
potentially a more significant event afoot with a courting pair. The male at one point was walking on the open 
wings of the female (a rare sight in itself), but alas no happy ending on this occasion, as the male eventually flew 
off. 
  
10 Silver-spotted Skippers were also seen occupying the more heavily grazed scrub areas, but no Adonis Blue. 4 
photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery, including 3 of Clouded Yellows. 
  

 

14 August 2009 - Mating Adonis Blues Gatecrash At Hampshire's Plum Pudding!  

A brief visit to Broughton Down, late yesterday afternoon, had been closely following expectations for the most 
part. There were decent numbers of Silver-spotted Skippers on the central part of the down (around 12 seen) 
which was my main objective of the visit, and other species included Brown Argus (4), Chalkhill Blue (6) including 
mating pair, Small Tortoiseshell (2), Small Heath (3) and Gatekeeper (8). There were also many Common Blues, 
Meadow Browns, Painted Ladies and whites. However shortly after passing the prominent tumulus locally known 
as the "Plum Pudding", expectations were well and truly gate-crashed when a mating pair of Adonis Blues were 
disturbed from the slope leading into the gulley at the far western end of the reserve. A further male was also 
seen in the same area. Broughton Down is one of the few locations in Hampshire where Adonis are seen in 
modest numbers in most years with Martin Down having the largest and most reliable colony in the county. 

 
  
So far I have not included Broughton Down in my list of butterfly sites, due to the similarity of its species list to 
Stockbridge down and Old Winchester Hill. I have to admit also that a first visit there several years ago left me 
with less than totally pleasant memories, having slipped and ended on my backside whilst going down the steep 
path into the ravine which divides the site!. However, I have forgiven it now and will be adding it to my site list and 
creating a site feature. 
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Earlier in the day I had also seen Silver-spotted Skippers on Stockbridge Down (8 seen on the main part of the 
down, at widely spaced intervals) and I also managed some time at Shipton Bellinger. There is plenty of Brown 
Hairstreak activity in the various ash trees along the track running from the village, including the prominent one at 
the T junction at its far end. Most seem to be males (including some worn ones) but several females were also 
evident and in very good condition. The nearest I got to a close encounter was when a pristine female was seen 
flitting around the lower branches of this tree, descending to bask on dogwood for a few seconds with part open 
wings before returning to the tree. For those hoping for close up photos of Brown Hairstreak, it was generally a 
frustrating day, however one person (on their first visit to the site!) had a female feeding on bramble along the 
western boundary. 
  
Another notable plus for the day is the increase in Small Tortoiseshell numbers, with the small count at Broughton 
Down being supplemented by a further 4 at Shipton Bellinger. It seems their fortunes are changing for the better 
at last, perhaps helped by a more normal cold winter. 
  
5 photos including mating Adonis and Chalkhill Blues posted to recent photos gallery.  
  

7 August 2009 - Brown Hairstreaks Can't Hide Forever!   
  
There have been few sightings of Brown Hairstreak reported from Hampshire so far this season despite their 
season being well into its second week (judging from reports from elsewhere). So after my own unsuccessful 
visits to both Noar Hill and Shipton Bellinger, I was beginning to think this little butterfly was going to prove a real 
challenge this year. Well thankfully they can't keep out of sight forever, as my return visit to Shipton Bellinger this 
afternoon proved! 
  
Encouraged by 3 definite Brown Hairstreak sightings in the Ash trees along the track running due west of the 
village (2 male and one female), I set about searching single-mindedly the scrub area at its far end, scouring 
especially the bramble flowers for feeding hairstreaks. I was almost on the point of giving up with every small 
brown butterfly turning out to be a Gatekeeper, when my eyes suddenly locked on the target - the silhouette of 
male Brown Hairstreak, feeding in a large patch of brambles at the western edge of the scrub. I watched for 
several minutes as it fed voraciously, sometimes spending several minutes on each flower head, occasionally 
flitting between them but never needing to fly more than a few inches. I made another detour of the area without 
further success, so returned to the spot half an hour later - and yes he was still there on another flower head close 
to where I had left him! 
  
4 photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery. 
  

 
  

31 July 2009 - Noar Hill Heaving With Butterflies (Except Brown Hairstreak That Is!) 
  
I visited Noar Hill this afternoon on what turned out to be a lovely day (all too infrequent this summer). The place 
is absolutely thronging with butterflies at present, flying, feeding, courting and mating with abundant sources of 
nourishment in the form of marjoram, knapweed, hemp agrimony, bramble flowers and thistles (not to mention the 
odd pile of dung from the roaming cattle!). Most conspicuous were the whites (all three main species, but 
especially Large Whites) with numbers of the latter in many scores, probably hundreds - they were 
everywhere. Painted Ladies were also present in very large numbers and adorning many a flower-head. 
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Talking of scores my species count today was in fact 20, listed as follows in approximate order of abundance and 
observed during three circuits of the reserve - it even includes a rare species - Small Tortoiseshell!: 
  

• Abundant: Large White, Green-veined White, Small White, Painted Lady, Peacock, Gatekeeper. 
• Common: Comma, Silver-washed Fritillary, Meadow Brown. 

• Relatively easy to find but not common: Brimstone, Red Admiral, Common Blue, Brown Argus, Small 
Skipper, Speckled Wood, Ringlet. 

• Scarce: Small Tortoisehell, Small Copper, Marbled White, Small Heath (1 of each seen) 
  
You will notice one species is missing - Brown Hairsteak. My prediction is they are going to be difficult this year at 
Noar Hill, but I'm not one for spending ages looking for them up in the ash trees using binoculars - I didn't have 
the patience for that when so much else was going on!  
  
During my visit I witnessed a couple of rather unusual sights, for UK at least, but consistent with the large 
numbers of whites - a "mini-cloud" of Large Whites, mostly males. It's not unusual to see 2, 3 or even 4 butterflies 
sparring in flight, but at one point there were 8 in this group! There was also another cloud, this time of the Green-
veined variety - up to 9 feeding at once on a fresh cow-pat! I have seen this with Chalkhill Blues but never with so 
many whites before. 
  
So, consistent with a bumper number of butterflies seen today, there is a bumper number of photos - 6 in total 
posted to the Recent Photos Gallery. (Note that the Peacock photo was taken on a late afternoon stop there 
yesterday, but better than the ones I took today). 
  

      
  

25 July 2009 - Summer  Painted Lady Event Gathering Speed 
  
A butterfly unrelated visit to Andover this afternoon allowed me to call in to Shipton Bellinger - the slight chance of 
seeing an early Brown Hairstreak was justification enough. However, a short exploration of the tracks west of the 
village and areas of blackthorn scrub followed by patient observation of a few Ash trees didn't provide any 
evidence that Shipton's hairstreaks have started to emerge. 
  
What is evident however, is that the summer generation of Painted Ladies - offspring from the late May influx has 
most certainly begun. They were flashing past at regular intervals both along the tracks and in the scrub areas, 
occasionally stopping to sunbathe on the ground or feeding on brambles. It is estimated that up to 1 billion 
Painted Ladies could be emerging across the country over the next weeks. Typically such events, when Painted 
Ladies arrive on our shores in vast numbers, for their offspring to grace our countryside and gardens in the 
summer, occurs only about once per decade. The inspiration provided by their beauty and life (which involves a 
migration in the spring from North Africa) was even the subject of "thought for the day" on radio 4 this morning. - 
so make the most of it! 3 photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery. 
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24 July 2009 - Summer Brood Wall Brown Just Emerging At Keyhaven 
  
A bracing visit to the Lymington-Keyhaven reserve this afternoon produced two male Wall Browns, heralding the 
start of their summer flight period. My usual triangular walk around the old tip and along the sea wall produced 
none, however it was very windy in these exposed areas with even the lower path by the lagoons offering little 
shelter from the wind. 
  
However, suspecting that Wall Brown were to be found somewhere (already reported from Sussex), an excursion 
along the lane between Keyhaven and Lower Pennington Lane produced the two sightings, albeit brief ones. 
Unfortunately only a blurry photo of one was obtained as it took off to fly over the fence into an out-of-bounds 
area, so no photos to post on this occasion. Many Gatekeepers were present around the brambles along the 
tracks, with the odd Peacock and Comma adding a dash of speed to the proceedings. 
  

19 July 2009 - Late July - Plenty Of Butterflies On The Wing 
  
As I have just returned from a short break cut off from the virtual world (i.e. the internet), I thought I had better 
check out what's been going on during the last week on the butterfly front in southern England. 
  
This exercise was not without its surprises including reports (albeit singletons) of both Brown Hairstreak and 
Silver-spotted Skipper from Sussex and a Queen of Spain Fritillary, believed to be a genuine migrant, also from 
that county. Although not quite so high up the rarity table as Queen of Spain Fritillary, migrant sightings are also 
reported from Hampshire with Clouded Yellow reported from two different locations. Also related to migrants, but 
perhaps more predictable, Painted Ladies are being reported in increasing numbers from around the county - the 
offspring from the continental influx which occurred in late May. As an example 330 Painted Ladies were reported 
from Magdalen Hill Down earlier in the week. If this continues, 2009 may well go down as a 'Painted Lady Year'. 
  
So late July should be a good time to get out and about, with plenty of butterflies on the wing at different phases 
of their flight period, including the beginning of the summer broods for several species including Brown Argus, 
Small Blue and Wall Brown. There is always the chance of seeing something even more unusual, such as an 
aberration (this seems to have been a good year for them), a rare migrant or spotting a species which is rare or 
even new to a particular location. This year for example Purple Emperors have been seen at a few new locations 
around the county, and I have a report of Silver-washed Fritillaries close to Rownhams services on the M27! Don't 
forget to start looking for Brown Hairstreak and Silver-spotted Skipper too - the last two species to emerge in 
Hampshire's butterfly year and first reports from the county are likely in the next days. 
  

10 July 2009 - A Good Day For Blues On Portsdown Hill 
  
A lunchtime visit to two areas of Portsdown Hill produced a combination of the predictable and the not so 
predictable. On the main section of the hill between the two main quarries, Chalkhill Blue numbers are building 
nicely - in a small section of the lower slopes there were around 15 - all males, flitting around, feeding on the 
abundant nectar supplies or basking on low vegetation. A short detour the scrub at the base of the main 
Paulsgrove quarry produced the less predictable result - two second brood Small Blues - the earliest I have ever 
seen them. 
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It's a good time to visit the lower slopes of the hill at the moment - in addition to the above, there are Marbled 
Whites in the areas of taller vegetation, Gatekeepers around the brambles and occasional Small Skippers and 
well as common species, all enjoying this time of plenty in terms of wild flowers and nectar. All too soon now we 
will be reminded that midsummer is turning to late summer as the blooms gradually fade and the luxuriant 
summer foliage begins to turn brown. 
  
After a hectic couple of weeks trying to keep the blog up to date, I will now be taking a break for a week or so 
before the final phase of the season, with Brown Hairsteaks, Silver-spotted Skippers and several summer brood 
butterflies to keep me busy during late July and August. 
  
4 photos of Chalkhill Blue, Small Blue and Gatekeeper posted to Recent Photos Gallery. 
  

      
  
8 July 2009 - Celebrating Midsummer With A Bonus! 
  
The Midsummer period at the end of June and into early July represents one of the best times of the butterfly 
year, with our woodlands especially graced by some of our largest, most iconic species and all in their best early 
season finery - White Admirals, Silver-washed Fritillary and of course Purple Emperor. All these species seem to 
be having a good season with interest even increased compared to normal by the unusually large number of 
aberrations which are being reported, such as almost completely black white admirals (ab obliterae), Silver-
washed Fritillaries with dots merging to become lines (ab confluens) and a Purple Emperor missing almost all of 
its white markings (ab iole).  
  
To celebrate this special (and hectic!) time of year, I have created an additional photo gallery called "Midsummer 
Bonus", accessed as a sub-page of the Recent Photos Gallery. It contains 8 additional photos of the above 3 
woodland species (no aberrations but they are just great in their normal attire!) and also 2 photos of an iconic 
downland species, the Dark Green Fritillary. All photos were taken within the last couple of weeks. 
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3 July 2009 - Sunny Butterfly Walk Along The Solent At Browndown South  

I made a late afternoon stop on the Solent today in glorious sunshine (and for once in pleasant temperatures 
rather than the sweltering heat of the last days). The ever reliable Grayling colony at the eastern end of 
Browndown South once again did not disappoint - at least 12 seen, mostly males. As usual though, whilst it's 
relatively easy obtaining photos of them with forewings tucked in, and with the butterfly in its own shadow (so as 
to become almost invisible), obtaining half decent photos was quite challenging. The walk along the landward side 
to and from the Grayling site also produced a respectable number of species, mainly in small numbers, including 
Small Copper, Small Heath, Gatekeeper, Marbled White, Small Skipper, Meadow Brown, Red Admiral and a 
single very faded Painted Lady. Photos of Grayling and Gatekeeper posted to Recent Photos Gallery. 
  

 
 

 

30 June 2009 - It's Purple Empire Time Again! 

Mention late June/early July to many UK butterfly observers and just two words come to mind - "Purple" and 
"Emperor". Yes it's that time of year again and I note there is now a dedicated blog site called "The Purple 
Empire" for loyal subjects of the Empire (the purple one that is). You can find the link on my "Links" page. As for 
my own exploits, the window of opportunity to go Emperor watching yesterday presented a conundrum. I have in 
the past had most success at Bentley Wood, but an east-west weather split suggested that the Straits Inclosure in 
Alice Holt could be a better bet. Only one thing for it - visit both sites, accepting the 1 hour journey mid-morning 
between them. In fact both sites duly delivered the goods - a male Purple Emperor on the ground! 
  
First up it was Straits Inclosure in glorious sunshine at 08.30am (greeted there by Matthew Oates, Lyn Fomison 
and others) - it was on my second walk northwards along the main track that produced my first Purple Emperor. 
He was down on the track beside the forestry commission green trailer and only stayed a minute or so but long 
enough to snatch a couple of pics. 3 more aerial sightings of Emperors in flight were recorded. Surprisingly none 
were attracted down to a deer carcass just off the main track which could be smelled from a hundred yards 
downwind! 
  
By 10am, with no Emperor activity recorded for about 20 minutes I set off west towards Bentley - here it was 
mainly overcast with recent evidence of a light shower. No stopping the Emperors though - one had already been 
down at 10.30 in the car park for several minutes, and after a couple of aerial sightings, I was to get my chance at 
12.30pm in quite overcast conditions with rain threatening. An absolutely pristine male was down on switchback 
at the crossroads. It came down initially to feed on a fox scat, but flew around at low level several times, at one 
point taking an inquisitive interest in me and landing briefly on my video camera bag. Once it was contentedly 
back on terra firma in the middle of the track, I took its cue, retreated a few paces and duly captured a good 
minute of uninterrupted video as it strutted its stuff, feeding on minerals/moisture on the track, and frequently 
flashing its purple sheen. An amazing experience and definitely the pinnacle of my Emperor encounters so far! 
  
With a lengthy shower looming from the south and being so close to Martin Down I headed further west in the 
hope of avoiding the shower's path - it was just starting to spot with rain as I arrived at Martin Down, but the Dark 
Green Fritillaries (and other butterflies) were similarly resolute in adversity and were in the main continuing to 
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carry on feeding on the thistles and knapweed. In a few minutes in one local area I saw 8 Dark Green Fritillaries 
including one pristine female. 
  
It had been a great day but was about to be thwarted by the weather - and time to quit whilst I was ahead. I made 
a brief call into Pitt Down on the way back but will make this subject of a short subsequent blog. 
  
4 photos of Purple Emperor and 2 of Dark Green Fritillary posted to Recent Photos Gallery. Watch out in a few 
days for a Purple Emperor video clip! 
  

 

28 June 2009 - Peartree Common - Largest White-letter Colony In Hants? 

After the rain had cleared away northwards on Friday afternoon and the skies brightened, I visited Peartree 
Common (also known as Peartree Green) in Woolston, Southampton. The avenue of small-leaved elm on the 
common between the gated ends of the track called Sea Road is home to a colony of White-letter Hairstreak. I 
had visited the site before, but obviously not at peak flight period, since it soon became clear on Friday that this is 
a very large colony indeed, at least by White-letter standards. 
  
Patient observation of the upper levels of many of the elms produced sporadic White-letter flight activity, with 
individual hairstreaks jerkily flying around the tops of the trees and engaging in brief but frenzied flight encounters 
with each other, sometimes as many as 4 at a time. Most of the more mature elms along this avenue, including 
those at the N entrance to Sea Road by the barrier, seem to have White-letter Hairstreaks present, so it would not 
surprise me if the overall size of the colony runs into several scores - and even that could be conservative - 
possibly making this the largest single colony in the county. 
  
I also witnessed 1 hairstreak fly off across the adjacent playing field, probably never to return to this particular 
colony - maybe some unsuspecting Southampton resident will find it nectaring on their garden privet in the next 
days! No doubt other dispersals will occur during the next couple of weeks, as mated individuals disperse, 
hopefully with fertile females flying off to find other elms on which to lay eggs. 
  
As with many White-letter Hairstreak experiences, no decent photo opportunities were presented, although there 
are good patches of brambles on the common on which they may occasionally feed - just a case of much 
patience and a generous helping of good luck! 
  

25 June 2009 - White Admirals And Silver-washed Fritillaries Provide Summer 
Spectacular!  
  
It turned out to be a perfect afternoon yesterday, after the forecast wall-to-wall sunshine threatened to evaporate 
behind a 90% blanket of white cloud during the early afternoon in Alice Holt forest. The White Admirals and Silver-
washed Fritillaries celebrated the reprieve in style by turning out in numbers. I saw 16 White Admirals and more 
than 40 Silver-washed Fritillaries, mainly along the main track in the Straits Inclosure. The area of brambles 
around the first observation tower provided a mid-afternoon rendezvous for many to sample the plentiful nectar 
supply. The Admirals seemed to view this more as a quick stop, barely pausing for breath on their long airborne 
journey through the glades, whilst the Fritillaries were happy to linger and mingle. Both species were, for the most 
part, still in their resplendent, recently emerged attire. 
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Hoping that my luck would continue, I then made for Stockbridge Down hoping to score with White-letter 
Hairstreak. Several minutes below the elms at the eastern end produced sightings of 3 White-letter Hairstreaks 
making short flights high in the canopy, but as usual, it soon became clear that photo opportunities were out of the 
question for this species. 
  
4 photos of White Admiral and 1 of Silver-washed Fritillaries (yes plural - 4 butterflies in same frame!) posted to 
Recent Photos Gallery. 
  

 

21 June 2009 - White Admirals Arrive In Woodland Fragment Near Hampshire Coast 

I learned earlier in the week of a few White Admiral sightings from a small area of woodland at the back of 
Browndown (N) near Gosport. A window of opportunity during an hour long spell of sunshine yesterday lunchtime 
allowed me to see them for myself - 6 separate sightings of pristine males. By normal White Admiral standards, 
this is a very small fragment of woodland, yet there are all the main ingredients for this most graceful of butterflies 
- shady woodland, a good supply of brambles on which to feed and wild honeysuckle for egg-laying. There were a 
few White Admiral sightings at the same location last year, but it will be interesting to see if this location can 
support a colony long-term - one might well ask if a butterfly which spends so much of its time on the wing will get 
tired of being confined by its habitat to such a small area! 
  

19 June 2009 - If You Go Down To The Woods Today...!  
  
The title reflects exactly what I did today, and of course the familiar lyrics continue - "You're sure of a big 
surprise". Well I think finding the rare Heath Fritillary at a woodland site in West London would qualify for that too, 
although I was already aware of the authorised introduction of the species to the location several years ago. 
Having said that, perhaps 'relief' rather than 'surprise' would be more accurate for my experience there today, 
having searched for several minutes for a glimpse of this lovely fritillary amongst Ringlet, Meadow Brown and 
Speckled Wood which were also present and as the cloud cover was rapidly increasing. 
  
Tenacity eventually paid off and a single Heath Fritillary was spotted clinging to a grass stem, warming itself in the 
sun's rays before making several short flights. A few more minutes searching did not produce further sightings, 
although I understand there were several last week. Properly managed introductions of rare species to new sites, 
backed by an official conservation organisation provide another way to help save our diminishing butterflies. 
There have been already some major success stories (like the Large Blue in the West Country) but it is not 
surprising that there are others where success is much more modest or even in the balance, as at the Heath 
Fritillary site I visited today. 
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On the way back I called in at Bentley Wood - around 8 fresh Silver-washed Fritillaries were seen despite mainly 
overcast conditions. They were feeding on brambles or basking on bracken - several were in a newly created 
clearing beside the switchback including an immaculate female. I noticed that the visitor book had an entry for a 
single White Admiral on 13 June but none since and I could not add to that today. 
  
5 photos of Heath Fritillary and Silver-washed Fritillary posted to Recent Photos Gallery. 
  
Note: Due to the sensitive nature of the Heath Fritillary site in West London and the wishes of the warden, I am 
not openly publishing its location on the web, however I can provide details to responsible individuals intending to 
visit - use the contact form. 
  

17 June 2009 - Concern Over Hampshire's Glanvilles  
  
I recently posted a couple of photos of Glanville Fritillaries taken in late May at Hurst Castle. Due to the variability 
and duration of the flight period at Hurst (being a small colony), it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions on the 
basis of a single visit during the flight period. However numbers of Glanvilles were well down on the previous two 
years with just 5 seen this year. Unfortunately this situation may be a reflection of the long term suitability of the 
site. The unstable undercliffs on the IoW create the environment needed for the Glanville's larval foodplant, 
ribwort plantain, to be in constant succession, with plenty of small leaved, young plants which are favoured for 
egg-laying. Whilst there is adequate ribwort plantain at Hurst, it may not remain in suitable condition on this stable 
site for the butterflies to flourish long term. Thus the rapid rise of the Glanville colony there over a 2-3 year period 
may be matched only by a similar dramatic fall, which may already have begun. 
  
The low numbers of Glanvilles which I recorded this year could of course mean that many individuals had already 
dispersed, perhaps to other locations along the south coast or perhaps to help re-establish the possibly already 
extinct colony just along the coast at Hordle Cliff (there was not a single reported sighting at Hordle Cliff in 2008 
after dwindling numbers in previous years). 
  
I will look forward with interest to this year's Glanville sightings data from Hampshire, but sadly the survival of the 
species on the Hampshire coast is far from assured. 
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12 June 2009 - Black Hairstreak? - No Problem!  
  
Having made visits to Black Hairstreak sites in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire in previous years with limited 
success (only memories of them flitting high in the blackthorn, out of photo range), I set off today for Whitecross 
Green Wood near Bicester, hoping to complete some unfinished business (with the camera that is). It was very 
enjoyable just being a such a lovely wood the like of which does not exist in Hampshire, with the main rides being 
more like green meadows with narrow walking tracks and full of wild flowers, including many orchids. The wood 
was just on the boundary of the cloud band covering SW England, so almost perfect butterfly conditions - bright 
with hazy sunshine, virtually no wind and reasonably warm. 
  
I saw a total of 8 Black Hairstreaks during a 2 hour period, mainly in a small open area with blackthorn on the 
south side of the wood. The hairstreak activity seemed to occur in short bursts, high in the blackthorn or nearby 
oak trees, but 3 landed at eye level or below to provide a few photo opportunities, including one which flitted 
around various perches in low scrub. Perhaps surprisingly, bearing in mind the first Black Hairstreak sighting 
occurred just one week ago, the individuals seen today at close quarters were not in excellent condition, and one 
had survived a bird attack with a large nick in its hind wings. 

 

Also in Whitecross Green Wood, there were two other season firsts for me - 3 Large Skippers and one Marbled 
White. Whitecross Green Wood is also an excellent location for White Admiral with plentiful wild honeysuckle and 
is also a site for both Wood White and Brown Hairstreak. 3 photos of Black Hairstreak and Large Skipper posted 
to Recent Photos gallery.  

(Note: I have not published the precise location where I saw the Black Hairstreaks but I can provide further details 
to individuals intending to visit - use the contact form) 
  

5 June 2009 - Fresh Silver Studs And Small Pearls Around The Forest 
  
On seeing the first reports of Silver-studded Blue coming into the branch website, I visited Beaulieu Heath this 
afternoon which is one of their main strongholds in the New Forest. At Hatchet Moor, Crockford Bridge and in 
front of the Hawkhill Inclosure, I saw a total of 8 male Silver-studded Blues (2-3 in each location) showing they are 
probably emerging, as yet in low numbers, across the heath in pockets of good habitat, where there is a mixture 
of heather, grassy areas and bushes for shelter. 
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Being so close, I also took the opportunity to visit one of the scattered colonies of Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary in 
and around the forest. The New Forest colonies tend to occupy damp (or even wet) clearings or damp meadows 
and thus tend to emerge a week or two later than those at Bentley Wood. In a meadow area of Roydon Common 
(actually just outside the New Forest boundary), I estimate there were around 10 mainly fresh male Small Pearl-
bordered Fritillaries displaying the typical fritillary flying characteristic of a few flaps interspersed with short glides. 
They spent much of their time on the wing, stopping occasionally to bask or feed or investigate anything vaguely 
resembling a female, which seem not to have emerged yet. When fresh they certainly are little gems! 

(Note: There is no other significant butterfly interest on this Roydon Common site, and I am not intending to 
publish detailed site description or location details on my website, however I can provide further details on request 
to individuals - use the contact form.) 
  

2 June 2009 - Adonis Hanging On At Old Winchester Hill 
  
A short visit yesterday afternoon to Old Winchester Hill (scrub at bottom of car park slope) produced several 
sightings of blues - mostly of the "Common" variety but to my relief a single male Adonis. I am not aware of other 
Adonis sightings from Old Winchester Hill so far this year and it looks as though successive poor summers have 
taken their toll on the small Adonis population tere. Sadly, the survival of the species at Old Winchester could be 
in jeopardy. 
  
The news was better for some species - good numbers of Small Heath were evident on the way down the slope, 
and I encountered 3 (faded) Green Hairstreaks among the scrub - more than I had previously recorded on a 
single visit to this location.  
  

 
  
2 photos (Adonis Blue and Green Hairstreak) posted to Recent Photos Gallery. 
  

26 May 2009 - Bumper Influx Of Painted Ladies But What's Happened To Hampshire's 
Adonis? 
  
Many butterfly reports coming into BC branches in the south of England are featuring sightings of Painted Ladies. 
There must have been a large influx from the continent this spring and they are being seen almost anywhere - 
from lanes, downland and woodland to towns and gardens. Even working on my computer I have had several 
sightings through the window of a Painted Lady zipping past, as well as two last evening nectaring on privet. 
  
Late this afternoon I made a short visit to Old Winchester Hill, not to look for Painted Ladies especially but to 
check if that other butterfly whose name is synonymous with beauty, had made an appearance - the Adonis Blue. 
Unfortunately none seen, and I note there have been very few sightings at the other main Hampshire site at 
Martin Down so far (at least one female seen there). Hampshire's Adonis colonies are small and are located on 
less than ideal habitat for the species. One therefore has to wonder if two poor summers have really taken their 
toll at the Hampshire sites or whether the Adonis just needs a bit more beauty sleep here before emergence! In 
compensation, I saw three species amongst the scrub on the "Adonis" site which I had not previously recorded at 
this locality, namely Grizzled Skipper (2), Dingy Skipper (2) and Green Hairstreak (1 faded example) There were 
also several Small Heaths and Common Blues. Oh and I almost forgot - at least 20 Painted Ladies, mainly along 
the paths leading to the site! 2 photos of Painted Lady and Dingy Skipper posted to recent photos gallery.  
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22 May 2009 - Only One No-Show At The Martin Down Party   
  
Despite warm sunshine along the south coast, an afternoon stop at Martin Down was largely devoid of sun and 
very breezy. At least the Bokerley Ditch provided sheltered conditions, and a walk along it showed many species 
in party mood - especially the small butterflies. Small Blue, Brown Argus, Grizzled and Dingy Skippers were all 
joining in, chasing any other small butterfly which came into their radar. Common Blues, Small Heaths, Brimtones 
and Green-veined Whites were encountered regularly with Peacock, Painted Lady and Orange Tip, making guest 
appearances. One species which did not seem in the mood today was Adonis Blue - none seen but they are a 
warmth seeking, sun loving species so perhaps conditions were not good enough to tempt them out. 
  
On the way home I called into Bentley Wood (Eastern Clearing). Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary numbers are 
growing since the singleton I saw there on Saturday (well it was the first record!). The count today was 5, all fresh 
males, along with 3 fading Pearl-bordered Fritillaries. I also made a detour to the Richwellstead Copse in the 
extreme north of the wood where several Duke of Burgundy have been seen during May. I did not manage to 
connect with the species today, but enjoyed visiting a new location with a very different "feel", including a rich 
area of wood pasture, which looks good for Dukes, with abundant primroses amongst tussocky woodland scrub 
vegetation. 
  
4 photos uploaded to Recent Photos Gallery, including the one below of a Brown Argus. 
  

 

20 May 2009 - Sympathetic Management On Portsdown Hill Delivering Results 

I returned to the location on Portsdown Hill today where I had come across a colony of Green Hairstreak about 1 
month ago. Having completed the route I took before, this time without success, I watched from a vantage point 
higher up the hill looking down on the area of bushes with scrub margin for a few minutes.  Just as I was about to 
give up, sure enough a Green Hairstreak appeared flitting low down along the scrub margin before rising up to 
disappear over the bushes. For my return I followed the scrub at the bottom of the hill, perhaps hoping to disturb 
one or two more - well no Green Hairstreaks seen here but there were several Small Blues flitting around. 
  
The sympathetic management of this central area of Portsdown Hill, creating a mosaic of habitats such as chalk 
grassland for Chalkhill and Common Blues with bushy areas with scrub margins for Green Hairstreak and Small 
Blue seems to be having a very positive effect. Indeed, in the case of Small Blue, Portsdown Hill now seems to be 
one of the best sites in the county. No photo of Green Hairstreak today, so I just post a thumbnail of one of the 
Small Blues below. 
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16 May 2009 - First String Of (Small) Pearls In The Clearing 

During the closed season, I have been investigating some of the conservation initiatives in other parts of the 
country. One that caught my eye was a project in County Durham aimed at improving habitat for the Small Pearl-
bordered Fritillary, which is very scarce there (as it is in Hampshire!). The project is known as the "String Of 
Pearls" indicating that sites for the species in County Durham are curiously arranged in a line or "string". Hoping 
to see my first "string of pearls" this season in Hampshire, but in the form of the underwing markings of a Small 
Pearl-bordered Fritillary, I arrived mid afternoon at Bentley Wood (Eastern Clearing) amid occasional light 
showers with sunshine at a premium. Furthermore there were no records of the species so far in the logbook. Not 
a good start! 
  
The first 4 fritillaries I came across in the clearing were Pearl-bordered, now just starting to fade, except for one 
quite fresh one. Persistence eventually paid off however, as the 5th was an almost immaculate male Small Pearl-
bordered Fritillary, disturbed during a brief bright period and happy to fly, bask or feed on bugle during limited 
sunshine or roost with closed wings during lengthy overcast spells. This gave me ample opportunity to admire the 
"string of pearls" on the outer margin of his underside hindwing. The fact that I was probably the first person this 
year to witness this in Hampshire made it even better! 
  
On a less satisfying note, my total count for Pearl-bordered Fritillaries in and around the main clearing was just 6, 
at a time when their flight period should be at its peak. I will have more to say about the state of Hampshire's 
small fritillaries in a later blog. 3 photos of the Small Pearl seen today, including the one below, posted to recent 
Photos Gallery. 
  

 

12 May 2009 - Blue Family Rendezvous At Fort Southwick 

By visiting a site frequently you can see not only how it changes over the course of an individual season, but also 
how it slowly evolves from one season to another. I can only really do this with a few sites - Portsdown Hill being 
one of them. A lunchtime visit yesterday to the scrub area below Fort Southwick was made in the hope of a 
rendezvous with two members of the 'Blues' family which are recent colonisers of this area, albeit in very small 
numbers. These are Small Blue and Brown Argus, both of which I saw in this area last summer. Today I achieved 
a 50% success, with a single male Small Blue, but alas no sign of Brown Argus. In compensation there were 
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several fresh male Common Blues which were quite happy to pose in preference to being blown westwards along 
the hill by the blustery wind. 3 photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery, including the Common Blue below. 
  

 
  
8 May 2009 - Marsh Frits Getting Up Close And Personal At Hod Hill! 
  
My first significant outing of the season outside the county boundary took me to Hod Hill near Blandford in Dorset 
this afternoon.  Hod Hill is an Iron Age fort, now under the care of the National Trust. The target species today 
was Marsh Fritillary which thrive in the sheltered rampart ditches around the fort. It is always a risk visiting a site 
so early in the flight period, especially when a significant journey is involved, so I was relieved to find several 
Marsh Fritillaries within minutes of my arrival in the main ditch of the southern rampart, particularly in the sections 
towards its western end - indeed at least a dozen Marsh Fritillaries were there. The males were chasing anything 
that might vaguely resemble a female - mainly other males but the odd Dingy Skipper also came under scrutiny. 
  
One male had definitely been successful in his quest - being one half of a mating pair, and another was getting up 
close and personal to the only other female seen, settling beside her and following remorselessly when she dared 
to take flight, as if attached by a short invisible thread!  I didn't wait to see if his persistence paid off! 
  
A quick circumnavigation of the fort made by following the rampart ditches produced 3 further Marsh Fritillaries, 
encountered as singletons. In total 5 Dingy Skippers, 1 Grizzled Skipper, 4 Small Heath and 1 Common Blue 
were seen in addition to around 15 Marsh Fritillaries. 
  
6 photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery, including the one below. 
  

 
  

6 May 2009 - Small Blue Flight Period Earlier Than Ever (It Seems!) 
  
I find it quite difficult to shift my expectations of flight periods to match the reality of climate change. It just doesn't 
seem right that in early May the flight period of our littlest butterfly (the Small Blue) is already well advanced. 
Flitting in the scrub at the foot of the Paulsgove Quarry face on Portsdown Hill, I counted 7 Small Blue (6M, 1F) 
today. The location they are colonising, just east of the pond, also seems also to be expanding to encompass 
both sides of the the raised bank on the south side and should be good news for this colony. 2 photos posted to 
Recent Photos Gallery, including the one below of a male which appears to have part of his left antenna missing. 
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2 May 2009 - Pearl-bordered Numbers Building Slowly In The Forest  

My bank holiday weekend butterfly outing was centred on the Pignal area of the New Forest. I last visited this 
inclosure in 2007, when the main clearing was at an optimum stage of its regeneration cycle for Pearl-bordered 
Fritillaries, which reflected in the numbers seen. It's clearly still a breeding site for them, but now the young 
conifers are around 2m tall with good fritillary habitat becoming more restricted to the margins of drainage ditches 
and the access routes between the conifers used by logging machinery. 
  
Around 45 minutes spent exploring the clearing produced 8 Pearl-bordered Fritillaries with one more making its 
way along a gravel track close to the clearing - certainly a respectable count, considering it is still early in their 
flight period. In previous years, albeit significantly later (e.g.mid May) Pearl-bordered Fritillaries are frequently 
encountered along the gravel tracks not only in Pignal, but in neighbouring inclosures such as Parkhill, Perrywood 
Haseley and New Copse. It's probably too early to say if this will be a good year for this species, bearing in mind 
the habitat distribution in working forests like the New Forest changes so quickly with continuous forest operations 
and forest management activities. 
  

1 May 2009 - Dukes Just Emerging On Central Hants Site 
  
The Duke of Burgundy may have been on the wing for a couple of weeks at Noar Hill, one of the main Hampshire 
headquarters, but at other sites they are just starting to emerge and hence are in pristine condition. I visited a 
north facing downland site in central Hants this afternoon. At first the Duke was his elusive self, but some diligent 
searching eventually delivered the goods - only 4 seen, all males and in excellent condition, probably having 
emerged within the last day or two. They were happy just to perch on low vegetation, soaking up the sun, flitting 
around occasionally amongst the more sheltered scrub areas.  
  
I watched one Duke on his perch for several minutes, occasionally changing his stance, the breeze sometimes 
catching his wings, with only the distant rumble of traffic reminding me of the 21

st
 century. Perfect! 2 photos 

posted to recent photos gallery. 
  
(Note: This site is public access but is small and hence potentially sensitive. I can provide details to individuals on 
request - use the contact form).  
  

24 April 2009 - Newly Emerged Pearl-Bordered At Bentley Wood 
  
With the fine spell of weather expected to break over the weekend, I decided to make an early attempt to see 
Pearl-bordered Fritillaries (PBF) at Bentley Wood this afternoon. With a nip in the breeze and a very watery sun, it 
was never going to be easy finding the few that are on the wing at this early stage in their season. Nevertheless, I 
managed a respectable 4 PBF's in the end, mostly in offshoot clearings around the margins of the Eastern 
Clearing. At least the cooler temperatures made them more docile and easier to photograph, and of course they 
are in great condition having just emerged. According to the visitors book, the first PBF was seen on the 19

th
 April 

(in Hawksgrove Inclosure). 3 photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery including the one below. 
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23 April 2009 - Courting Orange Tips - But Without Happy Ending! 

Making the most of this spell of fine weather meant another lunchtime walk on Portsdown Hill. Having seen a few 
male Orange Tips there yesterday, I was hoping for a photo today. This time it was a female that obliged, but as I 
settled for the photo (knowing that this species rarely settles for long), along came a male, fluttered round her for 
a few moments, then carried on his way. There's just no pleasing some fellas! Needless to say the rebuffed 
female waited a few moments, hoping he would have second thoughts, then took off. 2 photos posted to Recent 
Photos Gallery, one of the solitary female and  the one below with choosy male fluttering around. 
  

 

22 April 2009 - Green Hairstreak 'Hotspot' On Portsdown Hill?  

A short walk on Portsdown Hill (central section) today was quite productive, in particular for Green Hairstreak. 4 
seen today within a few minutes around bushes/scrub on the lower slopes, including two "sparring" for several 
minutes.  This represents a significant increase from the singletons which I have previously seen on the hill and 
suggests there is a good colony in that area. Orange Tips (5 males) as well as several Large Whites, Small 
Whites, Speckled Woods, Brimstones and Peacocks were also seen during a very pleasant lunchtime amble. 
  
Single Green Hairstreak photo posted to Recent Photos Gallery. 
  

20 April 2009 - The Duke Seems Pleased With His Annual Noar Estate Survey! 
  
A lunchtime visit to Noar Hill today produced my first Duke of Burgundy of the 2009 season - 5 seen, all fresh 
males in chalk pits close to the centre of the reserve, including one in the 'triangle'. It was my first visit to Noar Hill 
since last summer and significant management work has been undertaken, including scrub clearance and the 
introduction of unfenced grazing for a few cattle. On this evidence at least, the efforts seem to meet with the 
approval of the Duke, with an abundance of cowslips and less restricted movement around the reserve due to 
scrub clearance. 
  
The Duke of Burgundy has a special place in my butterfly calendar as one of the heralds of the new season - 
and they are such great little characters, the males especially being both charming and pugnacious all in one!  
However, many butterfly observers don't appreciate that in terms of adult numbers, the Duke is also one of our 
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rarest resident species (and declining) - despite colonies being found in several midland and southern counties, 
and as far north as Cumbria and Yorkshire, populations tend to be small. A colony with 30 adults on the wing is 
considered exceptional for this species, whereas for many others, numbers are more likely to be in single figures. 
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that there will never be more than a few hundred Dukes on the wing in the whole 
of the UK at any time - so my 5 today makes me feel even more privileged! 
  
4 photos uploaded to recent photos gallery including the one below. 
  

 
  

13 April 2009 - 2009 Butterfly Season Properly Underway For Me! 
  
After a dismal weekend, weather-wise in Hampshire, the cloud finally cleared this morning to produce a beautiful 
spring day. I wasn't going to miss the opportunity to get my 2009 butterfly season properly underway and visited 
Magdalen Hill Down this afternoon, with target species of Green Hairstreak and Grizzled Skipper in mind. Both 
species were reported from this site about a week ago. 
  
I was successful on both counts, seeing 6 Green Hairstreak and 8 Grizzled Skipper. I concentrated on the lower 
slopes of the original reserve, with most observations being towards its eastern end. Bearing in mind this is very 
early in the flight season for both species, perhaps what was surprising was that none of the hairstreaks or 
skippers seen were in pristine condition, probably due to recent poor weather. However, there should be further 
batches of both species emerging over the coming month or so. Also seen on the down were several Peacocks, 
showing off their flying skills, several Brimstones and a couple of Commas. Two male Orange Tips were seen 
along Hampshire's minor roads on the way to the site. 
  

 

2 photos posted to Recent Photos Gallery, including the Green Hairstreak above. 

5 April 2009 - An Early Spring Butterfly Season Beckons For 2009? 
  
The 2009 butterfly season seems to be getting off to an early start judging by the sightings being reported to 
Butterfly Conservation branch websites in the south of England. I was especially surprised to read on the 
Hampshire & IoW branch website that singletons of Green Hairstreak and Grizzled Skipper were seen yesterday 
at Magdalen Hill Down, similar to the date of the first sightings for these species reported in 2007. If you recall 
2007 was a very early spring with a dry, sunny April - but hopefully the similarities will end there as it led to a very 
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wet summer! In respect of other emerged species, the three species of true whites, Orange Tip, Small Copper, 
Holly Blue and Speckled Wood are also on the wing in southern counties with numbers varying from singletons to 
multiple sightings. 
  
Allowing a little more time for numbers to build suggests that the Easter holiday period, weather permitting, could 
be a good time to look for newly emerged spring butterflies in Hampshire, perhaps adding Duke of Burgundy to 
the list of possible target species during Easter week. 
  

15 March 2009 - Yellow Flutterings Along The Glades 

  
Lovely spring weather in Hampshire brought life to the glades of Whiteley Pastures this afternoon. Regular 
passers-by during my short walk along the main track included walkers, joggers, cyclists and, more notably for 
me, good numbers of Brimstones. At least 7 were seen, all males, fluttering along the margins of the track, briefly 
stopping to investigate anything pale yellow and vaguely resembling a female (including primroses!). One 
Peacock was also disturbed from the main track to ensure the Brimstones did not have it all their own way, but it 
was certainly their day. 
  

5 March 2009 - First 'Whites' Already On The Wing 
  
A quick trawl around Butterfly Conservation Branch websites indicates that the first emerged butterflies of the 
2009 season have already been reported - a Small White seen in Hertfordshire on 20 February and another in a 
Sussex garden last weekend. According to BC's national website, even these were beaten by the sighting of a 
Speckled Wood on 26 January in Surrey. Most of the hibernators (Red Admiral, Brimstone, Peacock and Comma) 
have also been making sporadic appearances in Hampshire, tempted from their hibernation by the odd spell of 
pleasant winter sunshine. 
  
These early sightings of course don't mean that the new season is about to get into full swing anytime soon, nor 
are they particularly unusual. They are however the first signs that a new butterfly season is on its way - sightings 
should be starting to show an upward trend over the next few weeks, as temperatures gradually rise and winter 
gives way to spring. 
  

13 February 2009 - Large Tortoiseshell - Breeding Again In UK? 
  
An article which took my eye in the latest edition of Butterfly, the magazine of Butterfly Conservation, relates to a 
National Trust press release late last year, suggesting that the Large Tortoiseshell may have bred on Trust land in 
Devon in 2008. The report relates to sightings of Large Tortoiseshells on its Banscombe Estate in East Devon, 
where the butterflies were seen in both spring and summer last year, leading to the assertion that they may have 
bred successfully there. 
  
This attractive butterfly has been considered extinct in UK for at least 20 years, although migrants from the 
continent are occasionally reported, mainly from southern counties. The number of sightings has also been 
increasing in recent years, including in Hampshire. The sightings are mainly attributed to migrants, however the 
species is also a favourite of breeders, so the release of captive bred specimens may be distorting the true 
picture. 
  
Perhaps within the next couple of years, further evidence may appear that the Large Tortoiseshell is making a 
return to UK - and not only as an occasional migrant or through captive breeding - but as a resident species. It will 
certainly be welcomed back as a long lost friend by the butterfly community and is definitely a species to look out 
for this summer! 
  

29 January 2009 - Butterflies Show Their Team Strip In Order To Prosper 
  
Evolution has created the incredible diversity of life forms which inhabit our planet, driven by the process of 
natural selection - a process which favours the divergence of species and hence the creation of new ones. One 
mystery which has puzzled scientists for years is: "How do very closely related species living in the same area 
recognise potential mates?" -  hence adding momentum to the genetic divergence process, instead of 
interbreeding which would stifle it. 
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In 2005, a US/Russian team of scientists based at Harvard University discovered an important clue whilst 
studying a group of closely related butterflies of the genus Agrodiaetus, which can be found in a wide range of 
habitats in Asia. The females of this genus are brown, while the males exhibit a variety of wing colours ranging 
from silver and blue to brown. 
  
They found that if closely related species of Agrodiaetus are geographically and hence reproductively separated, 
they tend to look quite similar. However in the case of closely related species living side-by-side, the researchers 
noticed they frequently look strikingly different - in other words they had developed a sort of "team strip" which 
helped individual butterflies to identify potential mates of their own kind. This has the effect of discouraging inter-
breeding, and encouraging reproductive separation. Although many of the Agrodiaetus species are close enough 
genetically to interbreed, their hybrid offspring would tend to be rather weedy and thus less likely to thrive. 
  
Through this process, which is called "reinforcement", natural selection favours reproductive separation, even in 
closely related species living side by side, thus fuelling species divergence. It is thought that there must be many 
examples of this in nature, however the discovery of the butterfly "team strip" provides a clear example of it in 
action and further enhances our understanding of evolution. 
  

16 January 2009 - We Have Flying Mammals To Thank For Our Butterflies? 
  
I stumbled across several articles on the internet recently relating to the evolutionary process of butterflies which I 
found particularly fascinating and which I will share with you. 
  
It is fairly well accepted that butterflies evolved from moths, but what evolutionary pressures caused this new 
branch of evolution to start growing? It is also known that many nocturnal moths have sense organs located on 
their wings which can detect the ultrasonic sounds which bats use to echo-locate their prey. Noctural moths, as 
the prey, and bats as the predators, have been engaged in this power struggle for millions of years with moths 
using these "ears" to provide early warning of an impending attack. When the ultrasonic noises from a bat are 
detected, the moth's defence mechanism goes into action, causing it to dive and swoop in an effort to avoid 
becoming a meal for the flying mammal. 
  
Such "ears" had never been found in butterflies - until the year 2000 that is. Researchers in that year working at 
Carleton University, Ottowa announced the important discovery. They found similar ultrasonic sense organs in a 
butterfly called Macrosoma Heliconiaria, which lives in Panama. This butterfly is essentially nocturnal (an 
interesting fact in itself for most!) and is considered a living ancestor of our day-flying butterflies. Its ears, like tiny 
rabbit's ears, are located on the forewings. The ear has a very thin eardrum, stretched over an air-filled chamber. 
The eardrum vibrates when there is a burst of ultrasonic sound which is detected by nerve cells in the chamber. 
Furthermore, this nocturnal butterfly exhibits the same bat avoidance behaviour as moths when exposed to 
artificial ultrasonic noise. 
  
The discovery of these "butterfly ears" provides a strong clue about the evolutionary forces at play 50 million 
years ago which caused butterflies to evolve from moths - instead of continuing the power struggle, a branch of 
moths began to evolve in a different direction. This branch had found an even more effective defence mechanism 
to avoid the unwanted attentions of nocturnal bats - they evolved to become day-flying creatures instead. 
  
What is also remarkable for me is the apparent intelligence and ingenuity of the process of evolution, a process at 
its elemental level which is completely devoid of actual intelligence, since it is based on chance. Thus there was 
no committee meeting to devise this master stoke of strategy - of course not! The seeds were probably sown as a 
result of the statistical distribution of the flight habits of nocturnal moths, where inevitably a few would have 
preference to fly during the fuzzy boundaries of night - at dusk or perhaps even dawn, when there were fewer 
bats about. The increased survival rates of these individuals meant they were more successful in passing on their 
genes to the next generation - the process of natural selection. 
  
These seeds of success continued to flourish over the next few million years. Flying during daylight hours, instead 
of being the domain of a few fringe individuals, became the preference for some new species as a means 
avoiding being eaten by bats. These changes in habits were necessarily accompanied by changes in morphology 
- a complete new branch of evolution was developing and day flying butterflies had arrived! 
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Of course, flying during the day brought different challenges, including different predators like birds, necessitating 
different defence mechanisms such as the development of vivid colouration as a warning of bad taste and wing 
"tails" or wing "eyes" to confuse the new predators. 
  
So, as we look forward to the sight of this year's butterflies flitting from flower to flower to lift our spirits, do 
remember that it is the flying mammals of 50 million years ago which we have to thank! 
  

 
  

If It Were Not For Bats, Sights Like This May Never Have Been Possible! 

2 January 2009 - Facing Up To The Reality And The Challenges Ahead! 

You may recall back in the summer that Sir David Attenborough announced the creation of 20 "butterfly survival 
zones" distributed around the UK and providing a much needed landscape scale approach to butterfly 
conservation. Hampshire's New Forest is one of these survival zones - its heathland is a stronghold for two very 
local species, Silver-studded Blue and Grayling - and its woodlands have important populations of Pearl-bordered 
Fritillary and White Admiral. The survival zones scheme places emphasis on maintaining large, diverse 
populations on existing habitats and on re-connecting habitats to allow species to move across the landscape. 

I did not comment specifically at the time, however, as we enter a new year and the first full year of the scheme, it 
seems appropriate not only to record my support for it, but also to mention that its success will depend on a good 
proportion of major landowners in these zones playing their part, through appropriate stewardship of their land, 
and creating butterfly (and wildlife) friendly areas and interconnects. In butterfly speak, the latter would 
encompass biodiverse hedgerows and field margins for instance, allowing butterflies to spread and establish new 
colonies. 
  
However, let's be under no illusions - this is a very major undertaking and one which is critical to the survival of 
several of our most vulnerable species, whose fate otherwise is likely to be at best UK extinction within a few 
decades and at worst total extinction. Let's also not forget that, in addition to what are presently considered our 
most vulnerable species (e.g. High Brown Fritillary, Duke of Burgundy, Pearl-bordered Fritillary), many other 
species are also declining rapidly, and in a few years could be in similar predicament. This could be the case for 
the Wall Brown, Small Tortoiseshell and Dingy Skipper and in a few decades we could even be adding species 
such as the Common Blue - a species also in systematic decline and already anything but "Common". 
  
We must also recall that climate change is compounding the direct difficulties caused by loss of habitat. Climate 
change will result in many species having to change their distributions to keep pace, often with a northward trend 
as the more southern areas of their present European distributions become too hot and too dry to sustain 
populations. UK species at risk due to climate change include Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, Large Heath, 
Mountain Ringlet and the Northern Brown Argus. 
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It is perhaps sobering thoughts such as these that make us realise the true gravity of the situation and the 
challenges ahead, if we are to halt the decline in our native butterfly populations and preserve these creatures as 
a source of inspiration for future generations. 
 


